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A study of local strong uniqueness is given. Concepts of local strong uniqueness 
and directional local strong uniqueness of at best, at worst, or exact rate 4 are 
introduced. The relation of local strong uniqucncss to the “conditioning“ of the 
approximation problem and to the modulus of convexity of the underlying space 
are noted. Special emphasis is given to L” approximation. Of particular interest 
here is that a continuum of local strong uniqueness rates is possible for 
Lp, ! < p < 2; whereas, for 2 < p < 5, only one of two possible local strong unique- 
ness rates can occur for each approximation prohlcm. f, 1989 Academic I’rcs. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of strong uniqueness was first introduced by Newman and 
Shapiro [ 111. This quantitative estimate for uniqueness, called the strong 
uniqueness theorem, was given in [11] for uniform approximation from a 
Haar subspace. In the case of real functions, for B a compact Ilausdorff 
space, if j’E C( B)\,V’ has c* E V as its unique best approximation from V, 
then there exists 7 = y(f) > 0 such that 
for all UE V with /! iI denoting the uniform norm on C(B). Furthermore, 
since by the triangle inequality one has that I,.f- t:lj < Iif‘-- r*Il + 1;~: - r:*II 
holds, it is clear that this estimate is “best possible” with respect to 
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I/v - zi* 11. For complex-valued functions the corresponding result has the 
form 
l/~--*II ~Gw-ull- Ilf-~*Il)“‘+~2(11f-~II - llf-~*ll>, (2) 
where it was noted [ 111 that the term with exponent l/2 is, of course, 
dominant in “all applications of interest,” and the second term is required 
only to preserve the inequality when Ilull is large. This inequality can be 
viewed as a local strong uniqueness result since for each M > 0 there exists 
y = y(M, f) > 0 such that 
Ilf-4 z llf-v*II +~11~-~*112 (3) 
holds for all u E V satisfying Ilv - u*ll < ikf. In addition, this estimate is 
known by example to be sharp. More recently, H.-P. Blatt [2] has shown 
that in this setting, if B has at most n ( = dim V) isolated points then the 
strong uniqueness inequality (1) holds almost everywhere in C(B). Thus in 
this setting, local strong uniqueness of order 2 (i.e., Eq. (3)) actually can 
occur although it is somewhat of an exceptional occurrence. A related open 
question here is whether local strong uniqueness of order CI, 1 < a < 2, can 
also occur for specific examples (see next section for definitions). 
More recently, Y. Fletcher and J. A. Roulier [lo] and D. Schmidt [12] 
have shown that there exist examples of best uniform monotone 
approximation problems where local strong uniqueness of order 2 (i.e., (3)) 
holds and is sharp. As in [2], it is also the case here that local strong 
uniqueness of order 2 holding occurs as an exceptional case [S, Thm. 121. 
Additional work concerning local strong uniqueness in constrained uniform 
approximation can be found in [4] and in [ 1,9] for the Lp norms. 
In what follows, a detailed study of local strong uniqueness will be given. 
We shall study local strong uniqueness properties at a fixed element not in 
the set of approoximants, rather than seeking one estimate for all elements 
which might be approximated. We begin by giving refined definitions of 
local strong uniqueness that distinguish the quantitative behaviour of 
uniqueness in terms of “at best,” “ at worst,” or “exact” growth estimates. 
Next, a concept of directional local strong uniqueness is introduced. 
Various applications of these concepts are given. Included among these is 
that the modulus of convexity of the space in which we are approximating 
is a lower bound on the local strong uniqueness at each point. Also, a care- 
ful study of Lp shows that the results in the literature to date for local 
strong uniqueness are exact for p 2 2, but not exact for 1 < p < 2. In fact, 
a continuum of results is possible in this latter case. Finally, we wish to 
note that local strong uniqueness estimates, when available, are a true 
measure of the conditioning of the particular approximation problem 
under consideration. 
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2. DEFINITIONS AND MAIN CONCEPTS 
Let X be a Banach space with norm 11 1. Let VS X be an n-dimensional 
unicity subspace of X. Fix SEX and let D* E V denote the unique best 
approximation to f from V. In this setting we define the following. 
DEFINITION I. Let $EC[O,X) satisfy #(O)=O,&t)<r, with 4(t) 
strictly increasing. We say that local strong uniqueness of rate at worst 4 
holds for .f at t.* with respect to V if corresponding to each M > 0 there 
exists 7 = y(M, .f) > 0 such that 
for all t’ E V satisfying 11 u - r* II < M. 
DEFINITION 2. With 4 as in Definition 1, we say that local strong 
uniqueness of rate at best 4 holds for f at v* with respect to V provided 
there exist { D~}T=, in V with ok # u*, rk -+ a*, and /3 = /I(f) > 0 such that 
for all k. 
DEFINITION 3. Let 4 be as in Definition 1. We say that local strong 
uniqueness of rate 4 holds for f at v* with respect o V provided that both 
local strong uniqueness of rate at worst 4 and of rate. at best 4 hold for f 
at a* with respect to I/. 
Note that in this terminology whenever local strong uniqueness holds it 
is necessarily sharp. This is in contrast to earlier definitions where Defini- 
tion 2 was not required, but usually satisfied without additional comment. 
Further, since for any v E V, I!.f- VII < IIf‘- t.*IJ + /It’- v*il by the triangle 
inequality the requirement hat &I) d t hold is not a true restriction on the 
problem. That is, for any 4 E C[O, a) with d(O) = 0, 4 strictly increasing, 
and lim, -.Of $(r)/t = x8, local strong uniqueness of rate 4 cannot hold as 
it would force /It: - a* 1) 3 y#( IIt’ - L’* 11) which is not possible. 
If, in the above definitions, d(t) = t’, a > 1, then one also says that iocai 
strong uniqueness of order at worst x, order at best cz, or order a, respec- 
tively, holds in the three definitions. Observe that this is a slight change in 
terminology from some of the earlier papers where strong uniqueness of 
order r, 0 <r d 1, was used for 4(t) = r’:’ (i.e., our order a is their order 
l/r). 
Refining the above definitions further, one can consider directional local 
strong uniqueness. This approach is useful for actual computations of the 
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rate of local strong uniqueness in specific examples in that it reduces the 
problem to that of a real-valued function of a single variable. Thus for 
M> 0 and o E V both fixed, with (/VI/ = 1 and C$ as in the previous delini- 
tions, we have the following. 
DEFINITION 4. We say that local strong uniqueness of rate at worst 4 
holds for f at u* in the direction v provided there exits y = y(M, f, U) > 0 
such that 
IV- co* + &~)I1 a Ilf- u*lI + Yd(E) (6) 
holds for all E, 0 < E <M. 
DEFINITION 5. We say that local strong uniqueness of rate at best 4 
holds for f at U* in the direction u provided that there exists sk JO, sk # 0, 
and p = /?(A& f, U) > 0 such that 
Iv-- tv* + w)II G IV- v*ll+ P4(%) (7) 
holds for all k. 
DEFINITION 6. We say that local strong uniqueness of rate a holds for 
fat v* in the direction v provided both local strong uniqueness of rate at 
worst 4 and of rate at best 4 in the direction v holds for fat v*. 
EXAMPLE 1. In R3 consider those points such that p(x, y, z) = 
x2 f y4 + z6 = 1. This surface induces the norm /1(x, y, z)lj = 
inf{il: p(x/A, y/A, z/l) < 1, il >O}. In the notation from above, for I’= 
((x, y,z):x=O) and f=(l,O,O) we have that u*=(O,O,O) and local 
strong uniqueness of order 4 holds in the direction (0, 1,O) while local 
strong uniqueness of order 6 holds in the direction (0, 0, 1). Likewise, for 
V={(x, y,z): y=O} andf=(O, 1,O) we have that v* = (0, 0,O) and local 
strong uniqueness of order 2 holds in the direction (LO, 0) while local 
strong uniqueness order 6 holds again in the direction (0, 0, 1). Further- 
more, for V= ((x, y, z): y = 2 = 0) and f = (0, 1,O) we have that 
v* = (0, 0,O) and local strong uniqueness of order 2 holds for f at u* with 
respect to V. 
We note that this definition is an extension of the concept of order of 
contact between surfaces [3]. Here the “surfaces” are the boundary of the 
ball centered at f of radius IIf-- v*(l and the subspace V. Thus, that local 
strong uniqueness of rate t* holds in least-squares approximation is a 
restatement of the fact that a true sphere and a tangent plane have order 
of contact 2. Note also that the above concepts can be used to establish 
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local strong uniqueness of rate C$ for Sat t’*. Indeed, if a positive constant 
7 can be shown to exist such that y(M, J c) 2 6 > 0 for all t‘ E V satisfying 
:Ic(I = 1 then it clearly follows that local strong uniqueness of rate at worst 
C$ holds for .f at c*. Furthermore, if there exists one t: satisfying Ilt’il = 1 for 
which local strong uniqueness of rate at best 4 holds for 1‘ at v* in the 
direction of t’ then local strong uniqueness of rate 4 will hold for j at t.*. 
One way in which this can occur is stated in the following lemma. 
b3i\lA 1. Suppose that local strong uniqurness of rate at worst q3 holds 
jar f at t‘* in each direction c’, 1: E S = {v E VI Ilt’lJ = 1 ), andfirther that therr 
exists a continuous selection of the local strong uniqueness constant 
y(A4, j; L’) as a function of ti. Then, local strong uniqueness of rate at WYVS~ 
Q holds for f at c*. 
Proof Since S is a closed bounded subset of a finite-dimensional 
subspace it is compact. Hence a continuous positive function defined on 
this set must have a positive minimum. m 
As in the standard theory, local strong uniqueness results give local 
bounds for the best approximation operator. Specifically, the best 
approximation operator T, defined by letting z(f) be the unique ‘bcs: 
approximation to f from V, is a map from X to V and the local behaviour 
of this operator is bounded by CJ--’ for any 4 satisfying (4) for j’at T(J). 
Indeed, by the usual proof [6, p. 821 one has that 
Y$.!T(.f‘)-T(g)l!)b Iif‘-T(g)'1 - l,f-T(f)!! 
6 Ilf-g!! +!lg-T(g)!1 - i'f -T(f)il 
Q Iif - ~~1 + Ilg - T(f 11; - !I.f- T(f)!1 6 2 ihf - gib 
for !I gl/ d 2 \I f I/ and M = 6 ‘I.fl’ say. In the case 4(t) = tz, r 3 1, then this is 
a local Lipschitz condition of order l/r. 
Note also that if local strong uniqueness of rate 4 holds for f at c* then 
this gives one a conditioning measure of the best approximation problem 
for f from V relative to the distance function. That is, if dist(j; V) d 
/! f - I:;I < dist(f; V) + c for some CE V then we must have that 
!Ic - c*ll d C$ ‘(c/‘;). This estimate is a formal expression, for example, of 
the oft discovered “ill-conditioning” of the least-squares approximation 
problem. That is, for linear least-squares approximation one has that locai 
strong uniqueness of order 2 holds. Thus a good approxjmation of {(say 
O(c)) need only be a fair approximation of c* (say ~(,,IE)). 
It is known that strong uniqueness is related to the rate of convergence 
of certain approximation schemes [7]. Some of these results are actually 
local in nature, and here it is local strong uniqueness that is important. For 
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example, in the discussion of Newton’s method in Cromme [7] the local 
equivalence of strong uniqueness properties of a nonlinear and a linear 
map are used to ensure convergence. 
That the concepts of strong uniqueness, modulus of convexity, and 
modulus of smoothness are closely related in Lp spaces is well 
known [ 14, 83. The following shows that these concepts remain related in 
a more general setting. For a Banach space X, let S= {x E X: I(xJI = 1 }. 
Then 6(c), the modulus qf conoexify of X, is defined by 
8(s)=inf{ 1 - I/(x+ y)/21l:x,yES, [Ix- ~'11 =E} for 2>s>O. 
Suppose that V is a finite-dimensional subspace of X, f E X\V, and that t’* 
is the unique best approximation from V to J Furthermore, suppose that 
local strong uniqueness of order 4 in the direction u holds here. For sim- 
plicity, assume that IIS- u*(l = 1. Define $(c) = Il.f’- (II* + cv)ll - Ilf- u*IJ. 
Letting ~10 be a sequence as in Definition 5 for 4, we have that G(Q)< 
,@(ck)Vk. Normalizingf- (II* + EU), one gets that (f- (u* + EU))/( 1 + e(c)) 
is the corresponding unit vector as Ilf- (u* + so)ll = 1 + $(c). Now for each 
ck, we have that 
If we assume lim, +0, &t)/r = 0, then for all k sufficiently large, 
(ck - $(c~))/( 1+ $(E~)) > psk where 0 <p < 1 with p fixed. Thus for this p, 
wk)~l-~Il(f--v*)+(I-(a*+ww(l+$(Ci))ll 
1 
= l- 2(1 + l)(Q)) 
1/2(f- U*) + $(Ek)(f- U*) - Ckz;II 
= 1 _ II(f- t‘*) + ($(Q)P)(f‘- 1;*) - (Ek/2)4 
1 + $(Ek) 
= 1 _ ilf- (U* + (%P)U) + ($(Ck)/2)(J-c*)ll 
1 + ICI(t?f) 
< 1 _ IIS- tu* + (CkP)U)ll - ($(Q)P) . 
1 + $(Ek) 
= , _ 1 + ~4~/2) - wa2) = 1 _ 1 + wk) + a/2) - (3/2) 44~~) 
1 + ti(G) 1 + vQ(Ek) 
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That is, for fixed p, 0 < p < 1, and all k sufhciently large, 6( PC,) < $ P$(E~) 
holds, showing that the modulus of convexity is essentially a lower bound 
for the rate of local strong uniqueness at any given point. However, this is 
generally a very pessimistic lower bound. Indeed, for Example 1, we saw 
that various local strong uniqueness orders held in various settings with the 
best being order 2 and the worst order 6. By considering the vectors 
x= (r~, 0, ~‘2) and y= (q, 0, --c/2) where q > 0 is chosen so that 
/Ix11 = lly/l = 1 (i.e., l/q2 + c6/26$ = 1) it can easily be seen that the modulus 
of convexity, 6(c), of this space satisfies J(E) d kc”, where k is independent 
of C. Thus, the direct connection between the concepts of modulus of 
convexity and local strong uniqueness is rather weak. In some sense the 
modulus of convexity measures the flattest spot on the unit ball for the full 
unit sphere, whereas local strong uniqueness is measuring the flatness of a 
restricted unit ball at a specific point. 
3. LOCAK. STRONG UNIQUENF~S IX Lp 
In this section we extend the results of [l] and compare these results 
with some global estimates of Smarzewski [ 13, 141. We begin by consider- 
ing L” for p > 2. Here we shall show that the local strong uniqueness results 
of [l] which are at worst estimates are also at best estimates, showing that 
their estimates are sharp. Thus, let Lp = Lp(S, C, p), 1 < p < x, be the 
Banach space of all p-measurable extended real-valued functions ,f on S 
with 
where (S, 2, p) is a finite positive measure space, and let V be an n-dimen- 
sional subspace of Lp. To obtain the desired result for 2 Q p c cc, we use 
the concept of directional local strong uniqueness. 
THEOREM 1. For 2dp~~0, fix CELL and M>O. Let V*EV be the 
unique best Lp approximation to f from V. The follo\ving hold. 
(i) If for each nonzero v E V, p{ supp(f - t.*) n supp(~) } # 0 then local 
strong uniqueness of order 2 holds for f at c*; 
(ii) If there exist L:E V, Ilt:(l,,= 1, with p{supp(f- v*)nsupp(fi)j =O, 
then local strong uniqueness of order p ho1ds.for.f at L.*. 
Proof First, consider (i). From [l] we have that local strong unique- 
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ness of order at worst 2 holds for f at v*, i.e., there exists y = ~(f, M) > 0 
such that 
Ilf-41p2 Ilf‘-v*ilp+Y Ilv-q (8) 
for all u E V satisfying IJr’l,, d M. This being the more difficult inequality, we 
need only demonstrate that local strong uniqueness of order at best 2 holds 
forfat u*. To this end fix VE V, IJrJl,,= I, and define F(c) = !l.f’- u,IIP, vE= 
v* + EC, -M < c d M. Note that 
(. 
[ If‘- v,lP dp 
I:P 1 
F’(E) = l/p 
> (J P * IS-u,:lP *wt.A(--wP > 
and that 
F~=(I -p) ;I~-~,:II;-*P ( j I~-~,IP ’ *(f-vE)(-v)dp > 
(P- l)j If-u,:I” ‘u’dp 
> 
with f;‘(O) = 0. Thus, F(E) = F(0) + 4 F”(~)c* for some 9 between 0 and C. 
Since IF”(q)/ < M*( Ilfll, + M)P-’ we have that 
IIf‘- v,II,d Il/-~*ll,+Pllv- fi*11; (9) 
holds for ,U = M*( Il.f’ll, + II~)~- * > 0 since IsI = IIt’- u*l/,,. 
The proof of (ii) is quite similar. First of all, the work of [l] shows that 
for each fixed M > 0 there is a positive constant y = r(j; M) such that 
Il.f- vlip 3 l!f- v*(lp + y jv - v*11,” (10) 
for all UE V satisfying llcllP< M. Furthermore, setting u,= L’* +cti 
where IIv^IJp = 1 and /i{supp(f- a*) n supp(t:)} = 0, gives that 
F(c)=(~IS-~*l~d~+~Ic~J~d~)l~~. For M’@>x>O define G(x)= 
(f Jf-c*IPdp+x~ lCl”dji)l’p. Then for O<.s<M, the mean value 
theorem gives that G(sP) - G(0) = G’(q) Jcjp for some 9, 0 -CV < sp. 
Since G’(q)=(l/p)(J (f-v*IPdp+qJ 12;^lpdp)‘jp-‘(J lz?lpd,u) and (G’(q)1 < 
(l/P) lif- v*ll~-p Ilfill,“, one has that local strong uniqueness of order at 
best p holds forf’at t’* since IsI = I)u, - v*(lp. 1 
We now consider Lp, 1 < p < 2. Unlike the 2 < p < oc case, where 
precisely two local strong uniqueness orders are possible for a given 
f‘~ Lp\V, WC find here that the local strong uniqueness result is con- 
siderably more complicated. The results of [l] show that, depending on A 
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local strong uniqueness of at worst order 2 or p holds. Also, note that part 
(ii) of Theorem 1 did not use the assumption that p 3 2. Thus we have that 
THt;.OKEM 2. Let I < p < 2,/~ Lp\V with v* the unique best Lp 
upproximution from V to ,f: Fix M > 0 and assume :hut 
/+uPP(f-v*)nsuPP(t:)j=Of or each v E V. Then locul strong uniqueness 
of order p holds .for f’ at 1;*. 
Proof. By [l] we have that in this case local strong uniqueness of 
order at worst p holds for f at v*. By the proof of (ii) in Theorem 1 we 
have that local strong uniqueness of order at best p also holds for j’ at 
c*. 1 
If the supports off- u* and V are not disjoint, we have that local strong 
uniqueness of order r, for any r E (p, 23 can hold. In this setting, it is also 
possible that local strong uniqueness holds at a rate which does not 
correspond to any order. The following examples illustrate this. 
EXAMPLE 2. In Lp[ - 1, 11, for r>O, let J‘(x)= lxlz sgn(x) and let 
v= {g(x): g(x)= c, CE R}. It is clear that C* =0 is the unique best Lp 
approximation from V to f‘ for each p, 1 < p < ARC. It is also easily seen that 
~lc-O~1,,=214 for CE V and Ilfll, = (2/(rp + l))‘:.‘. For c # 0, 
Ilf-cll,P=j’ , j 1x1’ sgn(x)-cIPd,Y. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that c > 0. Then 
+vi;” (c-x”y’dx+ j‘;,,, (x”-~)~dx. (il) 
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-C I 
1 
c,,~ (xa - c)” - ’ dx 1 . 
Evaluating and combining these quantities, we have that 
(1 +c)P 
II Maw(x) - 4,” = ___ 
up+ 1 







+(l-@ ap ~_ 
up+ 1 up + 1 I 









((c+x~)~-‘+(c-x~)~ .‘} dx 
rpc ’ 
+- 
ap + 1 5 &a {(c+xa)p~-‘-(xa-c)p--} dx. (12) 
Note that 
(1+@+(1--)I’- 2 I P(P- 1) 
up+ 1 up+ 1 
-c* + O(c4) 
up+ I 
for some p with c -C p < 1, and the two integrals can be bounded as follows. 
By the mean value theorem, 
J;,:m (p- 1) 5;- *(2c) d 
s& ((x” + c)P- ’ - (x’ - c)P- ’ } dx = 
x f or some <,, I[, -xX1 -CC. To obtain a lower 
estimate, we replace t,, by 2x” since p - 2 < 0 and xa + c d 2x” on [cl;‘, 1 ] 
and get that 
5 
I 
~,;n {(x2 + cl” ’ -(x~-c)~ ‘} dx>2 p-‘(p- I)c?‘:,,x”‘~-*‘dx. 
L 
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Depending upon r(~ - 2) we have the following estimates: For 
a(p-2)+ 1 CO, 
l’; {W+cY ’ -(x2-cc)/) ‘)dx>, zp ‘(/yc p--: ,-l.k-,.) @(2-P)- 1 
where cp ’ -‘- ‘!’ dominates for small c since p - 1 + I/Z < 1. For an upper 
estimate we have that 
I I r,I {(-u”+c)” ’ - (x2-c)” ‘} dx 
2c’ = = s (.II {(X”+C)P--‘-(xa-~)P- ‘1 & 
rl 
+ 
J t 2r’ 1 
(x2 + c)“- ’ - (.u’ - c)p- ’ ) d.y 
[ 2”- 1  P 2 ,.I 
+2(P-l) 2” c j,,, , xa@ 2’ dx 
So that 
x"+c)' '-(x~-c)~ ') do 
4(p- 1)(2”- l)P-2 
x(2-p)- 1 1 cfP- 1 + Iia) + O((.), 
Likewise, one has (in a straightforward manner) that 
ci * 
cp - I + Ijcx < r {( x2 + c)” ‘+(x”-c)p ‘) dx 
-‘O 
where the estimates are independent of the size of p - 1 + ljr. Thus when 
p - 2 + 1,/r < 0 we have that for small c there exist positive constants 6 and 
7 such that 
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2 [ 1 
lip 
crp+ 1 
+ 6cp’ lix < 1) ]x(“sgn(x) - cJIP 
Since /I Ix]“sgn(x);l,= [2/(xp+ l)]‘“, it follows that local strong unique- 
ness of order p + l/r holds for Ix] “sgn(x) at c* = 0. That is, one can achieve 
local strong uniqueness of orders r, re (p, 2) for this Lp approximation 
problem. 
Next consider this problem when P- 2 + t/a = 0. Here once again the 
dominating term for small c is J:.I!Z {(xX + c)p- ’ - (.9 - c)“- ’ } dx and 
proceeding exactly as above one obtains for 0 CC < 1 that 
2p ‘(p-1)c 
a 
In(l/c)</C:,Z {(x’+c)~- ‘-(x”-c)“-‘} LIX 
,2(p- 1)(2’- 1y ‘c 
&y(P 1) ln( l/c) + O(c). 
Since the other estimates remain the same one has that there exist positive 
constants 6 and */ such that for small c, 
6c2 In( l/c) < )I IX]’ sgn(x) - clip - I( 1x1 Psgn(x) - O]), d yc* ln( l/c). 
This shows that in this case local strong uniqueness of rate 4, d(t) = 
yt* In( l/t) holds for 1x1’ sgn(x) at c* =0 with respect to Lp. Similarly, for 
p - 2 + l/sr > 0 it can be seen that local strong uniqueness of order 2 holds. 
This example shows that local strong uniqueness in Lp for 1 < p < 2 is of 
an entirely different character than for 2 <p < co where only two distinct 
possibilities exist. Further, it seems likely that it should be possible to find 
examples where local strong uniqueness of rate 4, for any 4 “between” 
d,(t) = tP and $2(t) = t2, holds in Lp, 1 < p < 2. 
As noted earlier, global strong uniqueness results were given by Smar- 
zewski [ 131. Specifically for p > 2, the estimate 
Il.f‘-cllP> Ilf-u*IJ;+22 -p llu-u*II,’ P’ (13) 
and for 1 <p<2, 
Ilf- 41; k I!&/-- u*ll; + c,> /lo - u*ll;. (14) 
It should be noted that if the condition p(supp(f-c*) nsupp(v)) = 0 
holds, then one has 
IS- 4; 2 IIf- c*il,P + IJU - IT*//,“, 
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whereas, if this condition does not hold the true local behaviour of the best 
approximation problem at t’* is lost in (13) for p > 2. This is true because 
I!t’-~*li~ small implies that in (13) 




whereas, the correct local estimate is given by (8). Furthermore, for p = 2, 
one has that c* is the best approximation toffrom V if and only if (.f‘- c*) 
is orthogonal to V. Thus by the Pythagorean theorem, one has that 
~l,f‘-o~/:=‘If‘-~*Il~+liu-c*Il~. However, for the case where 1 < p < 2 
and there exists D E V with p(supp(f’-- u*) n supp(c)} ~0, one has that the 
global estimate gives a local strong uniqueness of at worst 2 estimate for 
the approximation problem which may be sharp depending upon I: 
A final fact that illustrates the utility of a local strong uniqueness 
approach can be seen in the derivation of corresponding local Lipschitz 
conditions. Thus, for example, in Lp for p > 2 a local Lipschitz condition 
of order l/p for the best Lf’ approximation operator using (13) is given in 
[ 12, Cor. 4.21. However, in most standard Lp problems (for examplefcon- 
tinuous and V Haar) one will not have disjoint supports occurring for any 
nonzero CE V, so that the true Lipschitz order of the best approximation 
operator is i. For large p: this is a significant improvement. 
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